How to get to the institute by car

- A8 to junction Stuttgart-Vaihingen
- A 831 direction: Vaihingen/Stuttgart-Zentrum
- B14 direction: Stuttgart-Zentrum, exit „Universität“
- Across the bridge
- First to the right = Pfaffenwaldring
- After this do **not** turn left immediately (although there is a big sign directing to numbers 5a, 5b, 7, 9, 11)
- Take the second lane to the left instead (sign Pfaffenwaldring 13, 15, 17)
- To your right, you will find a parking lot
- Walk straight until you turn left at the barrier
- Go straight to the building

Pfaffenwaldring 9 is the high, grey concrete building, the postern is adjacent to the low silver building.
Pass the barrier and turn right. Enter the building through the metal door and go to the second floor. After the glass door turn left where you find our institute.
Please come to room 2.245.

Have a good trip!